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ABSTRACT: Detailed understanding of structure sensitivity, a central theme
in heterogeneous catalysis, is important to guide the synthesis of improved
catalysts. Progress is hampered by our inability to accurately enumerate
specific active sites on ubiquitous metal nanoparticle catalysts. We employ
herein atomistic simulations based on a force field trained with quantum-
chemical data to sample the shape of cobalt particles as a function of their size.
Algorithms rooted in pattern recognition are used to identify surface atom
arrangements relevant to CO dissociation, the key step in the Fischer−
Tropsch (FT) reaction. The number of step-edge sites that can catalyze C−O
bond scission with a low barrier strongly increases for larger nanoparticles in
the range of 1−6 nm. Combined with microkinetics of the FT reaction, we can reproduce experimental FT activity trends. The
stabilization of step-edge sites correlates with increasing stability of terrace nanoislands on larger nanoparticles.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Metal nanoparticles constitute an important class of heteroge-
neous catalysts. The catalytic properties of solids are often
significantly changed when the size of nanoparticles is
decreased below 10 nm. This phenomenon, commonly
referred to as structure sensitivity, is a recurring theme in
experimental studies aiming at the optimization of supported
metal nanoparticle catalysts. Its importance is clear from the
many industrial chemical processes in which the performance
of the metal nanoparticle catalysts can be optimized, including
steam methane reforming,1−3 ammonia synthesis,4−7 and
Fischer−Tropsch (FT) synthesis.8−13 Depending on the
reaction, different size−activity trends are observed. Reactions
such as steam methane reforming show an increase in surface
atom-based catalytic activity with decreasing particle size. In
contrast, reactions such as ammonia synthesis and Fischer−
Tropsch synthesis display a steep decrease in surface atom-
based catalytic activity with decreasing particle size. Particle
size dependence of catalytic rates is due to a change in the
density of crystal planes exposed on the nanoparticle surface as
a function of the size. These crystal planes harbor specific
atomic arrangements, leading to different intrinsic reactivities
toward adsorbed molecules. For example, smaller particles
expose more kink and edge sites. The low-coordinated surface
atoms facilitate the cleavage of σ-bonds, an important example
being the activation of C−H σ-bonds in CH4. It has been well
established by theoretical investigations that the scission of
stronger π-bonds in molecules such as N2 and CO requires
step-edge sites. Larger metal particles are thought to expose
more of such step-edge sites, which provides an explanation for

the steep increase in catalytic performance with the particle
size for ammonia synthesis and Fischer−Tropsch synthesis,
requiring the cleavage of the strong intramolecular bonds in,
respectively, N2 and CO.14 Honkala et al. showed that π-bond
scission is the rate-determining step in ammonia synthesis and
step-edge sites are required to accommodate the dissociation
of the triple N−N bond.5 Although such step-edge sites were
observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on Ru
nanoparticles, determining their surface density was not
possible. Experimentally, determining the exact surface top-
ology as a function of particle size remains a challenge.
Computational modeling has been crucial for understanding

structure sensitivity in metal nanoparticle catalysis. In
particular, the reactivity of small molecules such as CO, NO,
and N2 on specific surface sites can be studied using state-of-
the-art density functional theory (DFT) using surface slab
models that represent the surface facets enclosing nano-
particles. It is equally important to predict the surface atomic
arrangements of nanoparticles themselves. Several groups have
proposed different procedures for simulating nanoparticles in a
realistic manner.15−20 Sun et al. simulated ensembles of
nanoclusters by first-principles methods to investigate the
morphology and catalytic activity.15 Cheula et al. combined
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DFT calculations with Boltzmann statistics to describe
ensembles of nanoparticles to obtain different morphologies
and their respective active site distribution.16 Zhao et al.
constructed hcp and fcc Ru nanoparticles via the Wulff
construction according to surface energies obtained by DFT.17

Van Helden et al. developed a procedure for building and
minimizing particle energies using a lattice model to investigate
site distributions in cobalt nanoparticles with an fcc bulk
structure as a function of their size.18 Agrawal et al. applied
molecular dynamics (MD) using an embedded atom model for
interatomic interactions to construct cobalt nanoparticles to
study bulk behavior at its phase transition temperature.19

Rahm et al. presented an algorithm, based on atomistic
simulations in a constrained thermodynamic ensemble, to
predict changes in equilibrium shapes for nanoparticles in the
range of 1−7 nm.20

Despite the many valuable insights these studies provide,
such modeling efforts have inherent limitations. Although the
often used Wulff theorem can be used for dispersion
calculations, it suffers from the limitations that edge and
corner effects should be neglected so that the outcome is the
only representative for particles much larger than the typical
sizes at which strong structure sensitivity is observed in
experiments.21 In Wulff construction and lattice models, it is
also assumed that nanoparticles are monocrystalline, while, in
practice, metal nanoparticles can be polycrystalline.22 To
remedy this, we demonstrate a general procedure based on a
force field trained from DFT data for optimizing the geometry
of nanoparticles without initially imposing any crystal
structure.
Modeling structure sensitivity trends for cobalt nanoparticle

catalyzed Fischer−Tropsch synthesis requires the use of
various simulation techniques covering the relevant length
and time scales. In this study, we aim to simulate the surface
composition of cobalt nanoparticles as a function of their size
and relate the resulting surface composition to the surface-
normalized activity of the Fischer−Tropsch reaction. Our
approach comprises four consecutive steps: (i) training a force
field (ReaxFF)23,24 based on an extensive set of structural and
energetic data from first-principles calculations based on spin-
polarized DFT, (ii) optimization of the nanoparticle geometry
using simulated annealing-molecular dynamics (MD) simu-
lations, (iii) enumeration of different active sites in terms of
surface atom arrangements using a pattern recognition
algorithm, and (iv) combining the abundance of such sites
with computed reaction rates for CO consumption to explore
structure sensitivity trends. The two most important results are
that very small particles show highly disordered surfaces and,
with increasing size, the development of facets containing step-
edge sites, which are highly reactive toward C−O bond
scission. The obtained trends are useful for understanding
experimental observations and are rationalized in terms of the
formation of nanoislands on terraces of larger particles.

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Density Functional Theory. An extensive training set

consisting of structural and energetic data was obtained from
quantum-chemical calculations based on spin-polarized density
function theory (DFT). The training set contained the
equation of state, surface topologies, defect sites, stacking
faults, and small clusters. All DFT calculations were performed
using the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation package (VASP), using
a plane-wave approach in conjunction with the projector-

augmented wave (PAW) method for describing the interaction
between the nuclei and core electrons. The Perdew−Burke−
Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange−correlation functional was used to
describe the electron−electron interactions. A plane-wave basis
set with a kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV was used for the
valance electrons. The k-points for the Brillouin zone sampling
were dependent on the size of the structures (see Supporting
Information). Partial occupancies were determined using a
first-order Methfessel−Paxton scheme with a smearing width
of 0.2 eV. Electronic convergence was set to 10−5 eV, and
geometries were converged to 10−4 eV using a conjugate-
gradient algorithm that employs trial and corrector steps to
converge both the energy of the structure as well as the forces
on the ions. All atoms were allowed to relax. The different
surface topologies, defect sites, and stacking faults were
modeled in a 3 × 3 supercell, consisting of a slab with at
least seven layers. To avoid spurious interactions between
system images, a vacuum layer of 15 Å was added
perpendicular to the surface. The metal slabs were placed at
the center of the unit cell, whereas the cobalt clusters were
placed at the center of a large unit cell (at least 15 Å × 15 Å ×
15 Å).
We explored reaction paths for CO dissociation with the

climbing image nudged elastic band (cNEB) method.25−27 The
transition states (TS) were optimized using a quasi-Newton
algorithm and confirmed by identifying saddle points using
frequency calculations. The Hessian matrices were calculated
with the finite displacement technique. The corresponding
vibrations were also used to compute zero-point energy (ZPE)
corrections and vibrational partition functions for all adsorbed
species and transition states.

Reactive Force Field. The ReaxFF reactive force field
parameters for cobalt were obtained by fitting ReaxFF
parameters with an in-house developed reactive force field
fitter (RF3) using an extensive training set based on density
functional theory data. RF3 uses a genetic algorithm wherein
the mutation steps are based on a Markov chain Monte Carlo
procedure. Optimization of the force field parameters is done
by minimization of the cost function in eq 1

∑= −
=

w x xcost function ( )
i

n

i i i
1

,DFT ,ReaxFF
2

(1)

Herein, wi is a weighing factor, xi,DFT the binding energy of the
structure from the training set, and xi,ReaxFF the energy of the
structure as predicted by the ReaxFF force field.
The optimization of the ReaxFF parameters for a

representative chemical system is done in such a way that
the reactive force field reproduces a set of reliable energies and
structural properties of the various configurations of the
system. The training set consists of structural and energetic
data obtained from first-principles calculations based on spin-
polarized DFT. This set contains (i) the equation of state for
different crystalline structures, (ii) crystal surfaces with low
Miller indices, (iii) low Miller index crystal surfaces with
surface defect sites or stacking faults, and (iv) small clusters in
the range of 3−55 atoms.

Molecular Dynamics. Cobalt nanoparticles in a size range
of 2−9 nm were constructed with molecular dynamics using
simulated annealing. As the system potential energy is bond-
order dependent, the bond orders are updated for every
iteration during the MD run. The MD simulations were
performed in the canonical ensemble (NVT) using the velocity
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Verlet algorithm with a time step of 0.25 fs. The temperature
of the system was controlled using a Nose-́Hoover thermostat
with a temperature damping constant of 100 fs.
For simulated annealing, the atoms were initially positioned

in a simple cubic crystal structure to prevent bias toward the
final bulk structure. For each particle size, 40 simulations were
performed for proper statistical sampling. To differentiate
between simulations with the same amount of atoms, the initial
velocities of all atoms for each simulation were randomly
generated from a Gaussian distribution with a variance kBT/m
using the Mersenne Twister pseudorandom number gen-
erator,28 with an initial temperature of 1500 K. After a
relatively long initialization period at 1500 K, the system is
slowly cooled to 300 K in steps of 100 K.
Surface Atom Arrangement. The surface atom arrange-

ment on the cobalt nanoparticles was acquired with a surface
pattern recognition algorithm based on the Common
Neighbor Analysis (CNA) method of Reinhart and co-
workers.29 This method extends the use of coordination
numbers by taking into account the connections between the
first shell of nearest neighbors and classifying particles into one
of a set of reference structures by analysis of the local geometry
as defined by a cutoff distance. This cutoff distance is typically
around 1.4 times the average distance to the nearest six atoms,
corresponding to the first coordination shell of the metal atom.
This approach decomposes the overall radial distribution
function (RDF) in contributions of different surface structures.
To calculate the surface density of a particular active site, all
atoms were classified as either surface atoms or bulk atoms.
Atoms with a coordination number lower than 12 were herein
designated as surface atoms and those with a coordination
number of 12 as bulk atoms.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Molecular Dynamics. To explore cobalt nanoparticle
geometry as a function of size, we employed simulated
annealing-molecular dynamics (MD) simulations based on a
reactive force field. The ReaxFF force field was trained and
validated with first-principles DFT data as shown in the
Supporting Information (Figure S1, Tables S1−S8). Figure S1
shows an overview of the minimization of the cost function as a
function of the number of iterations. Herein, it can be seen that
there is a steep decrease in the cost function within the first 10
iterations, a slow decrease until around 200 iterations, and no
significant improvement in the fit after 200 iterations. Tables
S1−S5 shows that with the exception of some of the small
cobalt clusters, the difference between the target energies of
the DFT training set and the obtained energies from the
ReaxFF force field were all below 0.1 eV per atom. Therefore,
the accuracy of our force field is below 0.1 eV per atom. Note
that this criterion is an upper limit, while the largest differences
between DFT and ReaxFF are observed for bulk systems that
are compressed and for small clusters that contain under-
coordinated cobalt atoms. An overview of the deduced reactive
force field parameters can be found in Tables S6−S8. To verify
that the trained force field is accurate enough for simulating
small cobalt nanoparticles of 125 and 216 atoms, we
benchmarked the resulting nanoparticle formation energy
from ReaxFF with the corresponding formation energy
obtained from single-point DFT calculations, as shown in
Figure S2. The parity plot in Figure S2 shows that the
difference in the formation energy for the small cobalt

nanoclusters is below 0.02 eV/atom, showing good agreement
between DFT and ReaxFF.
For the MD optimization of nanoparticle geometry, the

number of iterations and simulated annealing trajectories
depend on the size of the studied system. An overview of the
number of iterations per different particle sizes is shown in
Table 1. For each set of simulated systems with a constant
amount of atoms, the average particle size and the
corresponding standard deviation is also shown in Table 1.
The particle size of each resulting cobalt nanoparticle was
obtained by determining the largest distance between two
atoms within the system. The average particle size was
obtained by statistical averaging of the 40 simulations.
From Table 1, it can be seen that the standard deviation for

all simulated particle sizes is sufficiently low, meaning that the
particle size distribution is narrow and evenly spread. A
representative example of an MD trajectory of a 3 nm cobalt
nanoparticle is shown in Figure 1. After initialization at 1500 K
of the cubic lattice particle, the structure rapidly changes into a
more spherical shape with crystal facets appearing as annealing
proceeds. A movie corresponding to the simulated annealing
trajectory of Figure 1 can be found in the Supporting
Information.
Convergence of these MD simulations was evaluated from

the radial distribution functions (RDFs) of the optimized
nanoparticle geometries. In all cases, the RDFs correspond to
those expected for a bulk phase composed of fcc and hcp
crystalline cobalt, which is consistent with the X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns of practical cobalt catalysts.21,30 The influence
of faster cooling on the obtained geometries is exemplified for
a 4.5 nm cobalt nanoparticle in Figure S3 (Supporting
Information). Too fast cooling leads to an amorphous bulk
structure, while a preference for an fcc bulk structure develops
when the annealing trajectories are not long enough. In this

Table 1. Number of Iterations during Initialization and Per
Annealing Step, Average Particle Size and Corresponding
Standard Deviation for Each of the Simulated Systems with
Constant Number of Cobalt Atoms

number
of atoms

number of
iterations during
initialization at

1500 K

number of
iterations per

annealing step of
100 K

average
particle
size (nm)

standard
deviation
(nm)

125 200 000 20 000 1.4 0.005
216 200 000 20 000 1.7 0.006
343 200 000 20 000 2.1 0.007
512 200 000 20 000 2.4 0.008
729 200 000 20 000 2.7 0.009
1000 200 000 20 000 3.0 0.008
1331 200 000 20 000 3.3 0.014
1728 200 000 20 000 3.6 0.012
2197 200 000 20 000 3.9 0.016
2744 200 000 20 000 4.2 0.013
3375 200 000 20 000 4.5 0.019
4096 400 000 40 000 4.8 0.015
4913 400 000 40 000 5.1 0.017
5832 400 000 40 000 5.4 0.018
6859 400 000 40 000 5.7 0.017
8000 400 000 40 000 6.0 0.022
9261 600 000 60 000 6.3 0.021

12 167 600 000 60 000 6.9 0.017
15 625 600 000 60 000 7.5 0.015
27 000 900 000 90 000 9.1 0.020
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way, we optimized the MD procedure and investigated the
influence of size on cobalt nanoparticle geometry.
The bulk compositions were analyzed for each of the

simulated cobalt nanoparticles by counting all atoms with
either an fcc or hcp bulk configuration and dividing them by
the total amount of atoms with a bulk configuration. For each
of the simulated particle sizes, the average bulk fractions were
obtained by statistical averaging. As the accuracy of our force
field is similar to the energy difference between the hcp and fcc
crystal structures of cobalt (∼0.02 eV/atom), we should not a
priori expect to be able to predict preferred bulk structures.
Nevertheless, our bulk analysis, as shown in Figure 2, shows
that particles larger than 4 nm mainly have the fcc structure.
This prediction is in line with the experimental findings of
Kitakami et al. that the fcc bulk phase is more stable than the
hcp bulk phase for particles smaller than 20 nm.31 Analyzing
the structures of annealed cobalt particles smaller than 4 nm,
which are not commonly amenable to XRD analysis in
practice, shows however that hcp motives become more
dominant than fcc ones.

Figure 1. Snapshots of a MD trajectory of a 3 nm cobalt nanoparticle. Note that for the visualization, the radii of the atoms are slightly decreased to
better show the position of the subsurface atoms.

Figure 2. Average fraction of fcc and hcp bulk phases as a function of
the cobalt particles size. The error bars show the 95% confidence
interval.

Figure 3. Surface analysis of an annealed cobalt nanoparticle of ∼6 nm by the CNA algorithm: (a) terrace sites (threefold and fourfold sites) and
step-edge sites (fivefold sites), (b) different types of step-edge sites, and (c) local topology of step-edge sites with colored identifier atoms
corresponding to panel b. (a) Threefold sites in red, fourfold sites in green, fivefold sites in blue, and atom arrangements not recognized into one of
a set of reference structures in pink. (b) step-edge sites with identifiers corresponding to FCC(211), HCP(011̅2), HCP(011̅1), FCC(110),
HCP(033̅1), and HCP(011̅3) orientation in red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and pink, respectively, and all other atoms in gray. (c) For each of the
step-edge sites (FCC(211), HCP(011̅2), HCP(011̅1), FCC(110), HCP(033̅1), and HCP(011̅3)), the identifier atoms are shown in red, orange,
yellow, green, blue and pink, respectively.
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Surface Site Composition. As the reactivity of the surface
toward molecular adsorbates usually involves more than one
surface metal atom, it is necessary to enumerate specific
topological arrangements of surface metal atoms rather than to
classify surface metal atoms solely on the basis of their
coordination numbers.19,31 The common neighbor analysis
(CNA) method is used to enumerate such sites. We assembled
a database of reference surface topologies, which are given in
Table S9. This analysis is limited to the first shell of neighbors
of a cobalt atom, which is sufficient to find surface structure−
activity correlations with respect to activation of CO. The main
assumption is that the surface is static during the ongoing
catalytic reaction. To study dynamic aspects of the surface
under Fischer−Tropsch conditions, the current ReaxFF force
field parameters have to be extended with cobalt/carbon/
oxygen/hydrogen interactions and trained against an extended
DFT training set.
Figure 3 shows a cobalt nanoparticle (∼6 nm). In Figure 3a,

threefold, fourfold, and fivefold sites are indicated in red, green,

and blue, respectively. Step-edge sites are represented by
different colors using an identifier atom in Figure 3b. The six
different step-edge sites are shown in Figure 3c. The pink
atoms in Figure 3a represent atoms that were not recognized
by the CNA algorithm within the framework of our database of
reference structures.
Figure 4a−d shows how the surface composition in terms of

topological arrangements (terrace sites, step-edge sites, and
low-coordinated atoms) changes with the nanoparticle size.
The abundance of terrace and step-edge sites with,
respectively, FCC(211) and FCC(110) orientations increases
with the size up to ∼6 nm and then levels off. Step-edge sites
with HCP(011̅2) and HCP(033̅1) orientations are most
abundant on ∼3 nm sized particles, while those with the
HCP(011̅1) orientation display a maximum for ∼2 nm
particles. HCP(011̅3)-oriented step-edge sites are present in
very small amounts over the whole size range. Figure 4d
demonstrates that the surfaces of smaller particles contain
more atoms that cannot be identified by the CNA algorithm.

Figure 4. Abundance of terrace sites (a), step-edge sites (b, c), and low-coordinated surface atoms (d) as functions of the particle size, (e) two-
dimensional (2D) plot of cobalt−carbon interaction strength for each terrace/step-edge site with respect to the HCP(112̅1)-oriented step-edge site
and the activation energy for CO dissociation, and (f) surface atom-based turnover frequency as a function of the nanoparticle size. (a) Terrace
sites of orientations (red) FCC(111) and (blue) FCC(100). (b) Step-edge sites of orientations (red) FCC(211), (blue) HCP(011̅2), and (green)
HCP(011̅1). (c) Step-edge sites with orientations (red) FCC(110), (blue) HCP(033̅1), and (green) HCP(011̅3). (d) (red) Low-coordinated
surface atoms not recognized by the CNA algorithm. (e) Reference site with HCP(112̅1) orientation (black dot), terrace sites with orientations
(red dot) FCC(111) and (blue dot) FCC(100), step-edge sites with orientations (red triangle) FCC(211), (blue triangle) HCP(011̅2), (green
triangle) HCP(011̅1), (red diamond) FCC(110), (blue diamond) HCP(033̅1), and (green diamond) HCP(011̅3). (f) Dashed gray line serves as a
guide to the eyes. Error bars correspond to the 95% confidence intervals determined by averaging over 40 simulations of particles of the same
number of atoms. Note that 95% confidence interval for the particle size is less than 0.05 nm by which the horizontal error bars are indiscernible.
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Most of these atoms have coordination numbers 5, 6, or 7,
which implies that they are edge, corner, and kink atoms. Such
low-coordinated sites are usually assumed to be prominent on
very small particles and important to C−H bond activation in
alkanes.1 On the other hand, they cannot dissociate molecules
like CO that are relevant to the FT reaction. The surface
contribution of such low-coordinated atoms is less than 10%
on particles larger than 2.5 nm.
Structure Sensitivity. The unusual structure sensitivity of

the heterogeneous FT reaction requires a description beyond
the usual Langmuir assumption of a uniform surface. Instead,
the surface reactivity of the cobalt nanoparticles is described in
the Taylorian framework, in which catalysis occurs at uniquely
active sites that may be present in very small numbers
compared to other less active sites.31 The particle-based rate is
the sum of rates of a site normalized by its abundance on a
particle of a given size. We predict site-based rates for each of
the terrace and step-edge sites identified on cobalt nano-
particles using an extensive microkinetic model under the static
surface assumption based on DFT-computed reaction
energetics for the cobalt HCP(112̅1) surface.32,33 Coverage
effects are included in the microkinetic model by means of
lateral interactions. We computed CO dissociation barriers for
each of the identified sites with DFT (Figure 4e, Table S10).
We found that the CO dissociation barriers varied only slightly
with structural differences of the active sites of the various
active sites (Table S11). These data show that the HCP(011̅1)
and HCP(011̅2)-oriented step-edge sites have activation
barriers similar to the HCP(112̅1) surface, while the barriers

for the terrace site with the FCC(100) orientation and the
step-edge sites with the FCC(211), FCC(110) and
HCP(011̅3) orientations are slightly higher, and the barriers
on the other surfaces are substantially higher. Other barriers
involving hydrogenation and CHx coupling of atomic carbon in
the microkinetic model for the HCP(112̅1) model were scaled
using the cobalt−carbon interaction energy as the main
descriptor (Figure 4e). Herein, we used the same scaling
approach as in our earlier works.32−34 The details of the
implementation are shown in the Supporting Information. Site-
based reaction rates and surface coverages for each of the
identified sites are given in Table S12 (523 K, H2/CO ratio 2).
As expected, a too strong cobalt−carbon interaction as found
for the FCC(100), HCP(011̅2), and HCP(011̅1) cobalt
surfaces results in very low rates due to a high carbon
coverage. Although the other candidate active sites also exhibit
lower activities than the HCP(112̅1) model, the rates are
within the range commonly reported for the FT reaction.
The estimated particle-based rates are presented as surface

atom-based turnover frequencies (TOFs) in Figure 4f. The
TOF is low for small particles and increases strongly with the
size until a plateau is reached for particles above 5 nm. This
trend is consistent with many experimental observations made
for the FT reaction on cobalt. It should be noted that the
predicted rates are lower than observed in the experiment,
which is most likely due to the accuracy limits of DFT-
computed energetics. By analyzing the contribution of each site
to the TOFs (Figure S4, Supporting Information), we

Figure 5. 2-D Robinson projections of differently sized cobalt nanoparticles: (a) 2.1 nm, (b) 3.3 nm, (c) 4.5 nm, (d) 6.0 nm, (e) 7.5 nm, and (f)
9.1 nm. Threefold terrace sites in red, fourfold terrace sites in blue and fivefold step-edge sites (FCC(110)) in green. An increase in the terrace
nanoislands size with increasing particle size can be seen, as well as the step-edge sites are surrounding the terrace nanoislands.
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conclude that CO conversion is mainly determined by step-
edge sites with the FCC(110) orientation.
Topological Analysis. Our findings clearly indicate that

the unique particle size dependence observed for the FT
reaction can be related to the increasing stability of a specific
step-edge site on the surface of larger cobalt particles.
Chorkendorff and co-workers suggested that extended facets
on large metal particles can support terracelike overlayers,
stabilizing step-edge sites at their interfaces.35 Figure 5 shows
two-dimensional Robinson projections of the cobalt nano-
particles, emphasizing the FCC(110)-oriented step-edge sites
and FCC(111) and FCC(100)-oriented terrace sites. These
plots clearly demonstrate the increasing number of step-edge
sites and their association with terrace overlayers for larger
cobalt nanoparticles.
The occurrence of these overlayers as a function of their size

(in terms of the number of surface cobalt atoms, n) is
displayed in Figure 6a−f for different cobalt nanoparticle sizes.
Very small nanoparticles contain only very small ensembles of
terraces. Larger cobalt nanoparticles stabilize larger overlayers.
These data were further reduced into a single parameter (λ) to
describe the exponential decay of overlayers with respect to the
size of the overlayers according to

λ= −p p nexp( )0 (2)

The decay parameter gives insight into the average size
distribution of the nanoislands: a smaller value of the decay

parameter implies that, on average, larger nanoislands are
present. The size-dependent decay parameters are shown in
Figure 6g. Herein, the absolute value of the decay parameter
decreases with increasing particle size up to about 5 nm after
which a plateau is observed.
To evaluate the hypothesis that the formation of nanoislands

is linked to the formation of FCC(110)-oriented step-edge
sites at the edges of these nanoislands, a pair distribution
function was determined between the FCC(110)-oriented
step-edge sites and the FCC(111)-oriented terrace sites, as
shown in Figure 6h. The pair distance at 2.5 Å reflects
neighboring locations of the FCC(110) step-edge and the
FCC(111) terrace sites, while those at larger distances reflect
next-nearest neighbors, and so forth. Figure 6h clearly shows
that with increasing nanoparticle size, the first peak increases
and the second peak decreases. Besides the larger terrace
nanoislands, this result demonstrates that, on average, these
nanoislands are positioned further apart with increasing
particle size.

■ CONCLUSIONS

The present work demonstrates a general procedure for
predicting structure sensitivity trends in heterogeneous
catalysis by identifying catalytic ensembles at the surface of
metal nanoparticles obtained by atomistic simulations.
Simulated annealing is used, which is based on a force field
trained by a large set of DFT data. Through pattern

Figure 6. Terrace nanoisland size probabilities for differently sized cobalt nanoparticles (a−f), exponential decay parameter (lambda) as a function
of the particle size (g), and size-dependent FCC(111)−FCC(110) pair distribution function (h). (a) 2.1 nm, (b) 3.3 nm, (c) 4.5 nm, (d) 6.0 nm,
(e) 7.5 nm, and (f) 9.1 nm. FCC(111) and FCC(100)-oriented terrace nanoislands are shown in red and blue, respectively. The dotted lines are
obtained by fitting an exponentially decaying function through the histograms. (g) Dotted red line serves as a guide to the eyes. (h) First peak (at
∼2.5 Å) of the pair distribution function indicates that these sites are direct neighbors.
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recognition, specific surface atom arrangements corresponding
to reactive step-edge sites and unreactive terrace sites are
identified and quantified as a function of the particle size.
When applied to cobalt particles in the for catalysis interesting
size range between 1 and 9 nm, this approach shows that the
density of FCC(110) step-edge sites increases strongly for
particles from 1.4 to 6 nm and then levels off for larger
particles. The surface-normalized FT activity of these cobalt
particles displays qualitatively a similar trend to experimental
data. A detailed analysis of the surface of these cobalt particles
shows that the increasing number of proper step-edge sites for
CO dissociation is associated with the formation of nanois-
lands with a terrace FCC(111) topology. These islands
increase in size on larger particles up to 6 nm. The constant
density of step-edge sites on larger than 6 nm particles relates
to the larger distance between the nanoislands.
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